**STAND PARTS LIST (IF NEEDED):**

1) TX Stand lower tube sections  
   (assembled at factory)
2) TX Stand upper tube section
3) TX Stand shelf mount
4) 2 Wheels (plus hardware)
5) Durabilium™ shelf

**GRILL CAPSULE PARTS LIST:**

6) Grill lid capsule
7) Grill bottom capsule
8) Lid handle (plus hardware)
9) PK Original brand plate  
   (plus hardware)
10) Hinged Cooking Grid
11) Charcoal Grate

**TOOLS NEEDED:**

1) Phillips head screw driver
2) Allen wrench (included)
3) Pliers or adjustable wrench
STAND ASSEMBLY STEPS:
Unpack box and lay out all parts.

1. Insert orange bushings

2. Use included allen wrench to assemble wheels to lower tube section. Do not over-tighten.
3. Attach upper tube section to lower tube section and secure with provided hardware as pictured.

4. Attach shelf mount section to lower tube section and secure with provided hardware as pictured.

1) Place grill bottom capsule on PK-TX™ stand oriented as shown. Ensure the capsule sits down securely on the cross bars.

2) Place charcoal grate and hinged cooking grid inside grill bottom capsule.
3) Assemble Original PK brand plate to grill lid capsule.

4) Assemble lid handle to grill lid capsule.

5) Place grill lid capsule on top of grill bottom capsule. Open and close the lid once to ensure the hinge is properly seated.

6) Snap PK-TX™ Durabilium™ shelf onto PK-TX™ stand to secure grill bottom capsule to stand. The shelf will sit on top of the tabs on the grill capsule - holding it in place.
**TO COLLAPSE STAND FOR TRANSPORT**

1) Slide shelf away from grill capsule to allow capsule to be removed.
2) Lift grill capsule off of stand.
3) Pull both upper tube sections of stand up and together.
4) Slide shelf into place to secure stand in collapsed position.
7) Lay stand down with PK-TX™ logo facing up.
8) Place grill capsule on stand using rubber grill mounts.
9) Use tie-downs as needed to fasten grill capsule and other items to stand. *(Tie downs not included)*

**PK-TX™ STAND CARE**

- Clean as needed with damp cloth and mild soap.
- Sweep ashes out of lower ash trays after each use.
#PKTX
SEND US A SMOKE SIGNAL

VISIT US AT PKGRILLS.COM FOR PRODUCT INFORMATION, ACCESSORIES, RECIPE IDEAS & MORE.
WELCOME TO THE CLUB

PKGRILLS.COM